# about us
Climedo empowers doctors to bring advanced personalized cancer therapies to patients faster, by providing them with intelligent software to guide them throughout the entire treatment process. As a result, they will gain higher efficiencies, receive data-driven decision support and significantly improve patient safety. Our first customers are the most renowned German university hospitals such as the Charité in Berlin.

# IDP topics
We are looking for an awesome IDP team (1-3 team members) in full-time or part-time to support us in building the software platform for personalized cancer therapies. Depending on your skills and interests, there are different areas for possible IDP topics:

- **Web Applications** - help us build an Angular 6 visualization plugin for various Tumor Profiles, DNA, RNA, Proteins and/or other biomolecules.
- **Machine Learning** - help us build a module that recognizes fields from PDF documents using OCR or related techniques.
- **BI & Analytics** - build a smart dashboard that aggregates and intelligently visualizes information and logs from all microservices.

# why us
- Work in an international, ambitious and impact-driven team
- Revolutionize the old-fashioned, non-digital clinical market
- Help us accelerate the momentum of data-driven healthcare
- High flexibility in working hours, also part-time / home office possible
- Collaboration with the chairs already organized (Chairs of Entrepreneurial Finance and TUM Entrepreneurship Research Institute)
- Mentoring from experienced founders and introductions to the start-up scene

# contact
- To apply, please send your CV & favourite IDP topic to dragan.mileski@climedo.de
- You’ll find more info about us on www.climedo.de
- In case of questions, just call us: +49 (0) 176 99 74 00 12
● Looking forward to hearing from you!